Virtual Survey Solutions can aid in better decision-making and identify development constraints to improve lifecycle planning before the project is set in motion.

Our team of professionals work together with your stakeholders to scout the best location, spot future tie-ins, and identify potential external factors with ease.

Better Planning

Our virtual scouting sessions and pre-planning tools provide practical and smooth project delivery. From prairies to peaks, Midwest’s Virtual Survey Solutions allow you to view and analyze:

- Sensitive environmental areas
- Lands with restricted seasonal access
- Terrain with dense vegetation
- Areas that contain potential safety risks
- Difficult to access and remote locations

Valuable for projects requiring:

- Quick turnaround
- Input from a number of disciplines
- Additional land negotiations
- Landowner assurance
- Aboriginal consultation
- A large number of new leases
Call Midwest Surveys today to see the bigger picture, without losing sight of the details!

For a free demonstration, please contact us:
virtualsurveysolutions@midwestsurveys.com

A SMOOTH PROCESS

- Purchase the data from your specialized data provider or have Midwest do the administration on your company’s behalf.
- Midwest will process the data into a three dimensional model.
- A virtual scouting session with all relevant decision makers will take place at your office or ours. You may choose which views and angles your team would prefer to see.
- Our professionals will provide you the opportunity to analyze all aspects of elevation, slope, drainage, flood analysis, tree heights, profiles, and cut and fills.
- Midwest will follow up with sketch plans on the virtually scouted sites. Once these plans are approved by your team, our field crews will head out and ground truth.